
Software engineering and digital innovation
Our partners create change. We build the technology behind it.

NFQ Technologies
NFQ Technologies is an international software development 
company focusing on creating digital products and solutions for 
startup and corporate companies.

Company is a part of NFQ Group owned by shareholders in Germany 
and Lithuania. It has delivery offices in Lithuania and Germany for 
the European and American market and delivery offices in Vietnam 
and Singapore for Asian market.

Overview
NFQ Technologies accelerates the success of entrepreneurs with a 
current team of 300 specialists delivering company-building services 
including strategy, engineering, operational scaling, recruiting, 
business development, product delivery, and product marketing.

We truly believe that time to market is getting more and more 
important for companies that want to build a global and not “only” a 
national category winner. If you have a working and scaling business 
in your home-market speed is everything to fight international 
upcoming competition. We believe that by leveraging our excellent 
technology experience and European network we can give you the 
edge.

“After 10+ years within the online food business in Denmark we 
needed a full-blown update of our IT platform ensuring future 
growth and scalability, internationally. We partnered with NFQ 
and have been more than pleased with the effort and work 
they have put into the project. We have grown our orders with 
+50% from the previous year after launching the new system.”

Thomas Cort Hansen
CEO of Takeout Group Ventures, Denmark
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“We partnered with NFQ right from the beginning. NFQ was 
absolutely instrumental from the beginning on to scale 
HomeToGo up to the current level (world market leader for 
Vacation Rental metasearch). As just one example NFQ 
managed to bring on board 30 high-end developers in just 2 
months to built our tech team. We would definitely do it again if 
we would been asked to choose again.”

Dr. Patrick Andrae
CoFounder and CEO of HomeToGo, Germany

Industry experience
NFQ Technologies strong advantage comes from the built practice of 
working with a broad range of industries globally.

A substantial track record has been acquired working with 
early-stage startups helping them realize their potential through 
rational product scoping, high-quality delivery and strategic advice.

We work with travel, contemporary retail, sharing economy, fintech, 
energy companies and help them create digital solutions tailored to a 
specific market and customer needs.

Not limiting ourselves to mentioned industries, NFQ Technologies can 
develop digital projects in many more industries that can benefit 
from digital opportunities.

/ TRAVEL / OMNICHANNEL

/ FINTECH

Since 2014, the world's largest search engine for vacation rentals 
relies on our help to develop its technology platform, capable to 
compare more than 18 million offers from more than 2,000 trusted 
partners, including Airbnb, Booking.com, Vrbo and TripAdvisor.

LEMONCAT is digitizing the catering industry with a SaaS platform 
and consumer marketplace. Our solutions have helped the company 
secure investments in the tens of millions and launches in 400+ cities 
while connecting more than 500 catering suppliers within 2 years.

NFQ software engineers have developed the VillagePod mobile 
payments app for Ireland which managed to take the position of 
market pioneer and leader and to contribute already at an early stage 
to Open Banking and the 3DS2 credit initiative in the country.
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